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ABSTRACT 
 

In the time of overall surge of data being created and used in day to day life, from the simplest 

things like making a call to more complicated and security intensive tasks like online transactions the need 

of full proof yet easy to use security system is becoming more of a need than a choice. Now a days keeping 

data secure is very big issue. There is lack of strong authentication system which can provide security to 

confidential data. A 3D image can be used for the authentications as it gives more accuracy. We can also 

use the gestures for the doing the authentication for users. Multilevel Biometric Authentication System 

uses the several levels and each level is different which makes it more secure and reliable. In our system 

we have added three levels for user to be able to access the system. Once user is able to access the system, 

we also provide him with the encryption option for the data he is going to use and store after completing 

these three stages successfully. We are using AES algorithm for this. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

These days, a growing number of users store and manipulate important and sensitive information 

online, everything we do on the Web or Mobile devices produce a massive amount of data. Therefore we needed 

to find out more secure and easy-to-use authentication methods, with the increase in explo itation of data the 

necessity to keep this data secure increases. Previously, passwords and PINs are the most widely-used 

authentication methods for gaining access to PCs, mobile devices and online accounts, and they are well -

understood. 

 

There are series of applicat ion like e-commerce transactions, such applications requires more reliab le 

personal recognition schemes for indiv iduals which are requesting their services. However the tradit ional 

authentication systems are having large number of complex passwords and is preferred for users having multip le 

accounts, users typically resort to using options of a simple pas sword, which puts users at high risk if it is 

compromised. Although, researchers have long been working on a wide range of biometric traits of several 

major categories (e.g. hard  and soft biometrics, the static biometrics, the activity -related ones etc.), only specific 

modalities have been proven sufficient to support robust and accurate recognition performance up to now, i.e . 

fingerprint-, palm print-, iris, face- and to an extent gait recognition [1]. 

 

The traditional text  password can be easily  get prone to shoulder-surfing attacks by just observation of 

password entry or any smudge attacks, by observation of residue its touch -based password or stroke gesture 

entry. As a likely solution to the 
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previously mentioned problems, we present a biometric authentication method that uses 3D face, in-air hand 

gestures and key to authenticate the user. Instead of depending on the user’s information of a secret, biometric 

authentication systems, such as proposed system can enhance security o f data by directly using the distinct 

physical features of a the real user and examining behavioural characters of the genuine user during the 

authentication process. As biometrics, proposed system uses different points on the user’s face and hand 

(fingertip positions and hand centre). 

 

Developed system uses password and key as its first level of authentication. This will allow the user to 

choose his own key. The next level use the user’s in -air hand gestures to provide next level of authentication 

security. In this case user can put his own unique hand gesture for authentication at the time of registration. The 

third level of the system focus on users face including depth. In this level we are ext racting details of the user’s 

face along with depth of the features from each other. Compared to other face recognition systems being used in 

other authentication mechanisms it gives much better results. This will provide system with additional level of 

advanced security. The system will take 22 po ints in case of hand gesture and 72 points with respect to face 

recognition and then do the computation work on it. The system developed is going to be used for a standalone 

network along with cloud based system. 

 

 

DEVELOPED SYSTEM 

 

As shown in the below d iagram our system consists of a software application and a RealSense camera. 

Using this we have developed a system which is a 3 level based biometric authentication system. The three 

levels are – login with id and password, then a gesture input from the user and third and final stage is face 

detection. Once user registers with login id and unique gesture along with his face, he has to just remember the 

login id as gestures are very easy to be remembered and we do not need to actually remember them[2].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig: System Design 

 

Every t ime the user has to access his data he has to login using the id and the unique gesture he 

registered at the time of creating h is profile. Once he clears these two stages he has to go for face detection. 

After he clears that he has  access his data which is stored in the system in  the encrypted form. We are using 

AES algorithm to encrypt the data. For storing the data we are not using any database as it becomes d ifficult  to 

process the data in real time. We are using the concept of Serialization. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig: Conceptual Overview 
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The Actual process of whole system is as shown in the figure below. When we input the hand gesture for the 

first time, it is stored as a user template and for the further times the gesture is compared with that template for 

matching. If the template is matched after getting the distance and other details of the gesture, user is 

authenticated else user is rejected. 

 

ANALYSIS 

 

OLD SYSTEM: Tradit ionally  there always has been one technique of authentication which is Login 

and password combination. But with the vastness of the penetration of Internet and computers into our daily 

lives this system is not enough to give us the required security. It can’t protect the transactions where  money is 

involved or which are too classified to be known by others than the legitimate owners for the simple reason that 

this system can be broken up by the hackers and intruders very easily. To  solve this problem d ifferent technique 

were tried for example g iving more than one password, OPTs etc, but they are not yet full proof. The more 

security to be provided the more complex the stages became. User had to  remember many things which  was 

cumbersome on his part. Keeping all this in mind the new system was  designed to overcome all the bad aspects 

of this system. 

 

NEW SYSTEM: In the development of Multilevel Biometric Authentication System we used 

combination of hardware and software sophistications. While designing levels of authentication we envisioned a 

system which will be easy to use for the user yet provide high level of security to the data being stored [3].  

 

In the first level we implemented normal login Id/password method which is used in most of the conventional 

systems and to which normal used is accustomed. Other two  stages were designed keeping in  mind that they 

should increase security but not at the cost of complicat ing the procedures. So in the second stage Gesture 

Recognition, we are taking a unique gesture from the user at the time of reg istration. It is scientifically proven 

that it is nearly impossible to copy a particular gesture made by a person by another person. Even if the intruder 

succeeds through these two stages he will be stopped at the third stage which is impossible to pass though if you 

are not a genuine user. In the third stage users face is taken as an input through a camera. This stage differs from 

other face recognitions in a way that its a 3D-face recognition with 72points  given out by the camera. This is 

very much accurate compared to its counterparts. Even for second stage, this same depth sensing camera is used 

which gives 22 coordinates. Once a user successfully enters in the system by passing these 3 stages, he has 

option of either Uploading a file to the web server or downloading the files previously uploaded. These files are 

encrypted using AES algorithm. Key for this algorithm is taken from combination of outputs of three levels of 

authentication, so user does not need to remember the key too [4]. 

 

In this way we designed a whole new system by combining three authentication stages to give the best 

possible security along with maintain ing the simplicity of it so that even normal user is able to use it without 

much difficulty. 

 

TEST CASES 

 

We are using unit testing for testing the system we have developed. The objective in un it testing is to 

isolate a unit and validate its correctness. Automation approach is efficient for achieving the objectives of this 

testing and it enables the many benefits. 

 

Following test cases were performed on the system developed. 

Test Case Expected Results  Status  

Objective     (Pass/Fail) 

    

Leave all fields as By leaving all  Pass 

blank and click fields as blank   

Log-in button  and on click Login  

  button then   

  mandatory symbol  

  ( * ) should   

  appear in front   

  of Username and   
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  Passw or d fields   

Enter Inval id  By entering invalid Pass 

Username  Usernam e  then an  

  error    

  message should   

  appear as ”   

  Please Enter Valid  

  Username ”   

Enter valid It should allow the Pass 

Username  user to proce e d   

Enter password The password  Pass 

  field should display  

  the encrypted   

  format of the text   

  typed as (****)   

Enter wrong By entering invalid Pass 

password  password    

  then an error   

  message should   

  appear as ” Please  

  Enter Correct   

  Password”   

Enter Correct  It should allow the Pass 

password  user to proce e d   

Correct Inputs It should lead the  Pass 

  user to the  

  respective   

  page    

Check for Val ida t ion error  Pass 

Validation  messa ge s Shall   

/ Error Messages be displayed   

on all the  properly at correct  

Screen  position    

Check for all the Field labels Shall  Pass 

Fields Label on all be standar d e.g.   

Forms  field accepting   

  users first name   

  should be labelled  

  prope rly as First   

  Name    

Check text on all All Spelling Shall Pass 

pages for spelling be Correct and   

and grammatical without    

errors  Grammatical   

  Errors    

Check functionality All Buttons on the Pass 

of buttons  Forms should be   

available on all Functional   

pages      

Check all the  All fields on page Pass 

Fields on the  (e.g. text box, radio  

Page/ Forms  options, dropdown  

  lists) shall   

  be aligned properly  

Check if correct Correct data  Pass 

data is getting  shall be saved in   

saved in database database    

upon successful     

page submit      
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Check values for Enter Null/  Pass 

columns which Empty Values into  

are not accepting database    

null values      

      

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The Biometric security Systems are the systems which uses the physical characteristics of a person like 

finger print, hand geometry, face , voice and iris. These systems overcomes the drawbacks of the traditional 

computer based security systems which are used at the places like ATM, passport, payroll, drivers’ licenses, 

credit cards, access control, smart cards, PIN, government offices and network security. The biometric security 

systems have been proved to be accurate and very effect ive in various Applications. The b iometric features can 

be easily acquired and measured for the processing only in the presence of a person. Hence these systems are 

proved highly confidential computer based security systems. This system recovers the drawbacks of previous 

systems by means of the newly developed stages for securing of the data. 

 

 

 

FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS  

 

This system can be used along with other more accurate systems such as Retina Detection to develop a 

more secured system. It can be shifted to web based application for remote user. Levels of authentications can 

be modified. Enhanced Security algorithms can be added which will allow us address data protection issues in a 

better way. This system can be also implemented as a mobile application. Overall this can be swapped with the  

applications such as AppLock services which aren’t as efficient as this. 
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Check if page Page shall be Pass 

load time is loaded within  

within acceptable acceptable time  

range range  

Check CPU and CPU and memory Pass 

memory usage under under peak load  

peak load condition shall be loaded  

 within acceptable  

 time range  
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